
Cloud Services
According to Gartner, 16% of all enterprise software applications will be delivered through SaaS model by 2014. Another 

survey found that companies with emerging economies like Brazil, India and China are the most aggressive adopters of the 

cloud computing paradigm. However, there are several business and technical challenges in adopting this model – data 

security, integration with legacy systems, reliability and business after continuity remain some of the top concerns when 

evaluating cloud migration.

Alten Calsoft Labs helps enterprises to evaluate business needs and make the right technology choices to leverage in-house 

IT infrastructure and cloud-based offerings from multiple vendors. Alten Calsoft Labs’ Cloud Computing practice is built on 

with the rich experience of working with different IaaS, PaaS and SaaS vendors, and enterprises that have leveraged the 

power of cloud computing to launch new services, and to improve agility, scalability and efficiency of IT. 

Our Services

Alten Calsoft Labs’ addresses business and technology needs of customers 

across the entire cloud stack. 

Cloud strategy consulting

Cloud application development/migration and maintenance

Private Cloud infrastructure set up, and Private/Hybrid Cloud management

Mobile enablement

Big Data and Analytics related services

Cloud automation, monitoring and reporting

Consulting
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Alten Calsoft Labs cloud computing capability spans across all three layers of the cloud stack, viz., IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. 

Alten Calsoft Labs works as a trusted IT partner helping SMBs and large enterprises in Cloud migration and Cloud operations 

management allowing you to focus on managing your business.
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Cloud Solutions for Healthcare
Today, healthcare organizations are moving at a rapid pace in the adoption of Cloud. Several healthcare applications like 

EHR/EMR, and storage hungry PACS and PHR provided “as a service” are gaining popularity. ALTEN Calsoft Labs with its 

dedicated Cloud CoE has helped Healthcare providers and payers in migrating their  Clinical and Non Clinical systems onto 

leading cloud platforms (Windows Azure, AWS and Force). 

We have proven experience in developing and migrating cloud solutions for the following:

Clinical Applications: EMR, EHR, POE, PACS and BI/Analytics for Pharma and Life Sciences

Non Clinical applications: Revenue Cycle Management, Pharmacy Management, Billing/Payment solutions,

Claims management and Telemedicine Solutions. 

Cloud Solutions for Education
ALTEN Calsoft Labs has been working in the Education space for more than a decade in software development for a wide 

spectrum of Distance Learning solutions from Virtual Classroom platforms and Payment Gateways for educational 

institutions, to Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) for students. We leverage our in-depth technology expertise in cloud 

enablement of Learning platforms, and mobility to deliver Online Learning solutions to top universities and K12 schools 

across the world.

LMS/LCMS Development and Integration

mLearning solutions

Cloud Migration

Online Assessment

Payment Solutions+

Our solutions have enabled more than 1,000,000 students to have the best in class learning experience in instructor led and 

virtual learning environments. Our focused offerings to Higher Education Institutions, Universities and Schools are as 

follows:

+ We have been supporting a leading payment solution company in the US in engineering their full suite of payment solutions, thereby enabling 

more than 675 distinguished public and private higher education institutions representing a total enrollment of more than 4.8 million students.

E-Learning Solutions Training Solutions Horizontal Solutions

- LMS/LCMS

- Content Collaboration & Delivery

- Assessment Tools

- Virtual Classroom

- Mobile Learning

- Cloud/SaaS enablement

- Web 2.0/Social

- K12, Higher Education

- Compliance (SCORM/AICC)

- Skill Development and Assessment

- Leadership and Behavioral Training

- Training portals

- Application/Product Development/

  Re-engineering

- BI/Analytics & Student Relationship 

   Management

- Integration with leading LMSs

- Payment solutions 

- Independent Testing and 

  Specialized Testing Services

Over the last 20 years, ALTEN Calsoft Labs' Healthcare CoE has worked with leading software product vendors and life 

sciences research organizations (large and niche) to provide next generation healthcare software solutions. We have worked 

with more than 15 healthcare ISVs that include the top 100 software product companies in developing complete Healthcare 

Information Systems (HIS) and Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) that are widely used in the industry 

today.

[1] We have developed Healthcare software products that are used by 900+ community hospitals in the US to treat over 15000 patients every day.

[2] We have helped the 2nd most innovative Bio-Tech Research Lab in the world to develop web-based Project Management Systems for genetic 

experiments.



Service Offerings

ALTEN Calsoft Labs has extensive experience in prototyping and building scalable multi-tenant SaaS applications for ISVs. 

We have a unique value proposition that addresses the operational and architectural challenges faced in SaaS enablement 

as a  unified services organization with complete service delivery ownership, effective execution governance and better 

value addition, leveraging our technology expertise.

Consulting

Enablement and Engineering

Big Data/Cloud Analytics

Integration(Application, Data and Social Media) using our proprietary framework

Mobile Enablement of SaaS applications

Operations Support(Business, Technical and Customer)

SaaS Enablement

Our SaaS offerings are:

Cloud Migration

ALTEN Calsoft Labs helps Enterprises to efficiently migrate their existing on-premise applications to public or private cloud, 

and develop/deploy new cloud applications rapidly on leading cloud platforms (AWS, Azure and Force). Our migration 

approach/framework helps you strike an optimal balance of performance, agility and cost. We offer a complete suite of 

consulting, deployment and operations services right from the initial readiness and assessment phase, to operations and 

maintenance.

Our homegrown accelerators and frameworks help in developing and migrating cloud based applications faster than 

competition meeting customer’s time to market requirements and application performance parameters, resulting in lower 

capital expenditure & operating costs.

Our Partners

Microsoft Technology and Azure Partnership

Our Microsoft Competency Group (MSG) provides a full suite of solutions and services right from Architecture & Design 

Consulting to Application Migration & Maintenance Services, leveraging 20 years of proven after experience complete 

Microsoft Technology stack. The "Azure Circle" is the highest level of Microsoft's Cloud Accelerate Partner program designed 

to validate the credentials of highly trained and tested partner organizations. This is in recognition of ALTEN Calsoft Labs' 

continued focus, achievements and services around the Microsoft Technologies and Windows Azure™ Platform.

Amazon Web Services (AWS)Partnership

ALTEN Calsoft Labs is among the first companies to get the “Standard Consulting partner” status in India. We have the 

experience of developing many E-commerce and LOB applications on AWS platform.  This was possible through sustained 

efforts in building our AWS CoE to offer end-to-end service offerings viz., Consulting Services, Server Migration and Set up, 

Application Design Services and Non-critical application migration.



Success stories

SaaS Enablement of a Healthcare Solution

Our client is a leading provider of personalized self-service payment 

applications entirely focused on simplifying payments to increase 

cash flow of care providers. ALTEN Calsoft Labs designed and 

implemented a complete SaaS solution for the Client by re-

engineering the existing client-server platform on a cloud platform. 

The solution supported multi-tenancy, high security, scalability, and 

required no additional hardware setup.

Cloud based Virtual classroom development

Cloud solution for Consumer Electronics devices
Our client is a global OEM in consumer electronics market offering a 

range of personal and home entertainment products. ALTEN Calsoft 

Labs built cross-platform applications and cloud based system 

allowing users to store & sync data across multiple devices.

Our client is a world leader in distance learning solutions for higher 

education. ALTEN Calsoft Labs helped the customer migrate and 

deploy the Virtual Classroom and LMS solution on Amazon Cloud with 

support for multi-screen, multi-device access from any place at any 

time.

ALTEN Calsoft Labs helped a leading education assessment company 

to build a cloud based Biometric authentication system that could be 

utilized by test centers across India to admit candidates appearing 

for competitive examinations.

Cloud based Virtual Service Provisioning platform

Our client is a leader in cloud-based virtual networking providing new 

network applications to Telecom and Cloud Service Providers. ALTEN 

Calsoft Labs has helped the client develop and maintain a suite of 

multi-tenant applications for service automation and remote 

monitoring & management of network services.

Scale out cloud solution for large
Enterprises

storage 

ALTEN Calsoft Labs helped a leading storage infrastructure company 

to develop and test the cloud file system and related applications for 

a scale out storage solution that allows large distributed enterprises 

to use private and public cloud storage as a tightly integrated 

solution with seamless on-demand scaling.

Biometric authentication system for a leading 

education testing and assessment company

© ALTEN Calsoft Labs. All rights Reserved. 

ALTEN Calsoft Labs is a next gen digital transformation, enterprise IT and product engineering services provider. The company 

enables clients innovate, integrate, and transform their business by leveraging disruptive technologies like mobility, big data, 

analytics, cloud, IoT and software-defined networking (SDN/NFV). ALTEN Calsoft Labs provides concept to market offerings for 

industry verticals like education, healthcare, networking & telecom, hi- tech, ISV and retail. Headquartered in Bangalore, India, the 

company has offices in US, Europe and Singapore.  ALTEN Calsoft Labs is a part of ALTEN group, a leader in technology consulting 

and engineering services. 

ABOUT ALTEN CALSOFT LABS

business@altencalsoftlabs.com

www.altencalsoftlabs.com

http://www.altencalsoftlabs.com/
https://twitter.com/altencalsoftlab
https://www.linkedin.com/company/calsoft-labs-india-p-ltd-an-alten-group-company
https://www.facebook.com/altencalsoftlabs
http://www.altencalsoftlabs.com/blogs/
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